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NEWS & NOTES
INDUSTRIAL NOISE RESEARCH AT laVR
As part of my sabbatical leave, I spent 5
months working with the ~IndUlltrial Noise
Research and Development Group" headed by
Professor E.J. Richards at the Institute of
SOund and Vibration Research, Southampton

University.
The group was organised 5 years ago by
Professor Richards and has been funded by the
"Science Research Council", "The Drop Forge
Research Association", and "The Machine Tool
Industry Association".
As such it has to
report back to each of these organisations on
the work being done and submit proposals for
future efforts in order to obtain money to
remain in existence. As part of the interaction
with the aforementioned benefactors, the group

measured

and

analysed

sound

from "noisy

machines" for specific industrlal companies.
This was done on an ad hoc basis. on the
personnel side, the group had three Research

Fellows,

one

Professional

Officer.

two

Academics, and two Graduate Students. Thus a
effort ( 200.000 a year) was
needed to support such a group interested only
in industrial noise, and th.ilI task was
shouldered by Professor Richards.

major funding

Currently the three major areas in which
research is being conducted are General
Industrial Noise, Drop Forge Noise, and the
measurement of Radiation Ratio, as described
below.
(a) Industrial Noise
Industrial Noise CQvers a broad range of
noises such as that from lathes, compressed
air, punch presses and drop forges. The ISVR
group
concentrated
mainly
on
studying
transient/impulsive noise sources such as punch
presses, croppen;, and drop forges, and on the
optimum use of tool parameters to reduce punch
press noise. This work was in addition to that
being done at Pailiely Institute of Technology,
and that performed at North Carolina State
University. The studies have shown that the
rms of the transient sounds can be reduced by
more than 10 dB in some blanking operations by
changing the percentage clearance from about
20% to 4%. Peak sound pressure levels were
~o1~:rore%c~r=st 1~ d!~ thse sdBe ~~ti°t
obtained by reducing the punch penetration
from standard settings to the minimum possible
value for blank ejection.
(b) Drop Forge Noise
Noise from drop forges falls into two
categories a) solid body acceleration noise i.e.
sudden movement of the hammer, and b)

ringing
noise.
Both
theoretical
and
experimental data have indicated that solid body
acceleration noise to be of only minor
importance for the daily no~se dose of a drop
forge operator. It is believed that ringing of
the hammer and forge structure are the major
sources of the noise dose of a fOrg'e operator.
Analysis of ringing noise from forges is
presently proceeding on two fronts, one being
the development of a model drop forge and the
second being the analysis of noiSe from actnal
operations.
The outcome of these efforts will finally
determine the contributions of solid body
acceleration noise and ringing noise to the daily
noise dose of drop forge workers.
(c)

Radiation Ratio Testing

Considerable effort is being directed to
appreciating fully the features of ringing noise
of
plates,
beams
and
other
structural
components of machines due to direct impacts or
transferal bursts of vibrational energy from
other sections of a built up structure. The
amount of sound energy radiated by these
substructural eleme}lts can be calculated if the
radiation ratio and the mean square space
averaged velocity of the structure are known as
functions of frequency. The mean square space
averaged velocity can be measured during the
operation of a machine but the radiation ratio's
have to be determined in a reverberation
chamber.
Radiation ratios for beams, and
plates of various values of damping and
construction were being determined for use in
predicting sound radiation of these components.
A theory for sound radiation from elliptical
beams due to bending wave propagation, was
developed, radiation ratios were calculated and
the theoretical work was verified in reverberation tests. The theory was extended and
verified for non-elliptical shaped beams such as
I beams, these results will be available shortly.
(d) General Comments
noise T:!t:ir::s~~~~n~!ri~s~im~~~~ryth~
in Australia, It can be described simply as an
Ostrich sticking Its head into the ground. The
possibility
of
possible
conflicts
between
management and unions and resulting work
stoppages, usually prevents the men on top
from initiating any development effort.
To
quote
Professor
Richards
"Investigating
industrial noise is similar to investigating the
Mafia, no one is interested". This attitude in
due course will reap its own reward, that of
further worker frustration which will generate
further obstinance on the part of the
management to do anything else but provide ear
defenders.
The way to industrial noise
research is still open but better co-operation
between management and labour is needed
before the university can play its proper role.
Leonard L. Koss
Monash uruverslty
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• IMPULSE PRECISION
SOUND LEVEL METER
MODEL NA-61
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ON THE MEASUREMENT OF THE SOUND OF
tHE HUMAN FOEiOs

A mmor project ClJ.rrenUy underway at
Monash University is being conducted jointly by
the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology
and the Department oC Mechanical Engineering.
Essentially the project aims to obtam a better
appreciation of the character of the sound
radiated by the human foetus. The original
thought was that much 01' the sound may be in
the infrasonic region and this may contain
useful information that at present- is not being
perceived.
To date a single trial has heen carried out
in the Anechoic Chamber of the Department of
Mechanical Engineering on a patient who was at
that stage estimated to be within two weeks of
delivery. The chamber was needed to provide
the req1.rlred quiet environment.
A Bruel and Kja.er type 4146 microphone
connected to a type 2631 microphone carrier
system formed the basis of the measuring
system. The microphone was placed close to
the skin of the abdomen and maintWned in that
position by a speci!illy designed holder. The
signal from the carrier system was amplified
(band pass 0 to 100 kHz) and stored in the
HP21MX computer vis the high speed analogue
to digital converter.
A typical result is shown in Figure 1. It is
immediately
obvious
thst
the
signal
is
predominantly low frequency.
Spectra, which
are not shown, indicated that there was
virtually no component above about 200 Hz and
that the greatest amplitudes occurred at the
lower frequencies ssy below 5 H<l. It is cleer
also that there is some periodicity about the
pattern with a surge occurring roughly every
0.75 seconds. Such a surge of course would not

be aumllle. It corresponds to about 80 beats
per minute and is almost certainly associated
witb the pumping action of the mother's beart
and arterial system. Much remams in the signal
wbich is unexplained at this stage.
Inspection of the signal also shows that
there are present, from time to time, small
higher frequency ripples. It was decided to
investigate these further by digitally filtering
the signal so that only components above ahout
30 Hz were present.
The result, shown in
Figure 2, corresponds roughly to that part of
the total signal which would be beard using
normal listening procedures. The amplitude of
the filtered signal is roughly 0.1 that of tbe
original signal indicating that about 90% of tbe
total signal goes undetected.
A new periodic
pattern now emerges with a period of about 0.4
seconds. This corresponds to about 150 beats
per minute and is almost certainly associated
with the heart of the foetus. This fundamental
frequency (2l5. Hz)would not be heard hut what
would be heard is the rapid oscillation shown in
the figure each 0.4 seconds. Closer examination shows in fact that there is Ii second,
smaller amplitude oscillation midway between tbe
major oscillations and this produces the fam:il.iar
'lub-dub' sound of the heart.
A second approach that was used to
appreciate the meaning of the total signal was
that of playing the stored signal from the
computer, at Ii speeded up rate, througb Ii loud
speaker system. Thus components which were
previously
inaudIble,
due
to their low
frequency, now became audible. Suggestions
about the interpretation of the signal are
welcome.
Dr. R.J. Alfredson,
Monash University
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~ NYL.EX CORPORATION UMITED
For literature and samples contact your local Nylex Sales Office"
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93 0211
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258 4000
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FORTHCOMING SPECIAL COURSES

IN AtoOsllcs

(a) University of New South Wales
11-12thJuly1979.

Road Traffic Noise: Measurement, Assessment,
Prediction and Control. - A workshop.
A two day workshop for professionals
concerned with traffic engineering, highway
design, local and regional planning and
environmental noise. The workshop is preceded
by a one day introductory course on Tuesday
10th July for those workshop participants
having little or no previous experience in
traffic noise measurements.
Fees.

Two day workshop $80.00 which
includes lecture notes, refreshments
and lunches. Enrolment limited to SO.
Introductory course $40.00 which also
includes lecture notes, refreshments
and lunch. Maximum enrolment of 10.

Further information can be obtained from:

GOSSIP
It is about sixteen years s.ince the first
formative meetings of the Acoustical Society
were held in Victoria; .in all that time Victoria
has not bad a WOlllan member. Now Victoria has
gained not only its first woman member but a
very
distinguished member in
CAROLYN
MATHER. Carolyn has moved from the PubHc
Works, Perth to the position of Chief Noi&e
Control Officer with tlie Envirorunent Protection
Authority, taking up her appointment in
January this year.

BRUCE KING has also moved to Melbourne.
Having for many months flown from Adelaide
eacl! Monday and returned eacli Friday he
decided it would be easier to commute from the
suburbs of Melbourne than from Adelaide.
Bruce, of course, is half owner (with MIKE
SMITH) of Vipac and Partners: not to be contused with Vipac Laboratories which is wholly
owned hy Mike Smith.
You will probably say that my next item .is
old hat which only goes to show that sometimes
I am slow to learn the gossip. But did you

•

know thst last June the Roger Wilkinson Con-

Secretary,
Graduate School of the Built Environment,
University of New South Wales,
P.O. Box 1,
KENSINGTON, 2033

(b) Monash University
26th May-1st June
'NOISE AND ITS CONTROL'
A one week intensive course offered by
the Department of Met:hanical Engineering and
designed for engineers and architects in
industry and private practice Who are becoming
or who will beo::ome involved in the control of
noise and vibration.
The course combines
lectures in the principles and practice or noise
and vibration rontrol with 'on hands' experience
in the use of vibration, sound measuring" and
analysing equipment.
Topics include Fundamentals, Measurement and Analysis of Noise,
Hearing and Effects of Noise, Building
Acoustics, Vibration Control, Noise Sources,
Noise Control, Case Histories.
Fee: $305.00 which .includes two texts, trade
literature, refreshments, and lunche!?
Enrolment is limited to SO.
Be early.

Furtber Information can be obtained from:
The Secretary,
Centre for Continuing Education,
Monash University,
CLAYTON, VIC., 3168

sulting became WILKINSON MURRAY CONSULTTbe Wilkinson and MUrray
ING PTY. LTD.
representing ROGER WILKINSON and BARRY
MURRAY respecti~_
Recently,
the &t:Oustical oocleties of
America and Japan held a joint meeting; what to
us would be a seminar or conference on an ICA
scale. Attending that meeting were KEN COOK,
JOHN DAVY, ANITA LAWRENCE and CIJFF
WINTER, all needless to say members of the
A.A.S.
As this Qleeting was held at
HONOLULU there was no excuse for any of
them not to bave a good time.
JOHN DAVY (from CSIRO Highett Melb~
oume) also visited acoustical Lsboratories in
Europe, Canada, U.S.A. etc.
Some years ago there was a sudden
proliferation
of acoustical
consultants in
Sydney; now In Melbourne we appear to be
having a sudden proliferation of acoustical or
noise control equipment manufacturers. The
latest is Sound Control Pty. Ltd. formed by
ALAN DODSON in Melbourne. At a later date
Alan tells me he plans to move to Sydney and
to appoint agents for his products in other
states.
If this column degenerates to sucl! trivia
as a report that the Scl!urmann's pet rabbit got
away then you will know that it is YOUR
FAULT.
It you hear of an A.A.S. member
starting a new venture, taking on a new
partner, having a bust-up witb his partner or
similar, ring me on (03) 791-6033 or write to me
C/o Sound Attenuators Australia Pty. Ltd., 9
Patrona Street, Dandenong, Vic., 3175.

Graeme Harding

•
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STANDARDS &
REGULATIONS
COMMENTS ON BAA DOCUMENT

DR78156

At the Workshop session, attended by
lourteen members, copies of SAA Document DR
78 156 and of brief comments on it were
available.
The
comments
comprised five
Bug-geated points for discussion, and covered
(a) The ~se of T 'or greek tau as symbol for

reverberation time,
(b) averaging to be done in the T and oot the
deeay~rate domain.
questioning of the need for T to be
measured in each of the "empty", "studio"

and "occupied" states,

(d) preference, when maximum accuracy is
desired~ for
steady state rather than
impulse excitation, and
(e)

possible alternative wordIDg for Clause
4.2.3 to describe the t:breemttin typesoi
:instrumentation likely to be used.

Discussion at the Worksb~ session covered
various aspects of the Draft Australian Method
for the Measurement of Reverberation Time in
Auditoriums. It was agreed (ahnost unanimously, with one abstention) that there was a clear
need for a Standard Method for the Measurement of Reverberation Time. The remaining
discussions covered many upects of the proposed standard method but were largely concentrated on characteristicS of the sound
At the outset there was a plea for
reasonable simplicity and avoidance of undue
complexity both in the standard methods and in
their description.
In the FOREWORD there appeared to he
insufficient statement lIS to wby reverberation
times need to be measured, and as to which
people use such measurements and for what
purpose. There was also a query lIS to why
this standard method for measuring reverberation times should be limited to auditoriums and
not extended to other types of rooms also.
The provisions
discussed at, length.

The advantages of steady state
impulsive excitation were seen to he that
(a)

Qn 23 October, 19'18. the Australian
Acoustical Society Victoria. Division held a
Workshop Study to consider a Draft Australian
Standard currently open tor public review.
The Draft Standard was DR78 156, ''Draft
Australian Method for the MeaslU"efllent ot
Reverberation Time in Auditoriums".

(e)

It was agreed that excitation using steady
state random. noise is to ):Ie the preferredmethod; the test method should be clearly
stated.

of

CLAUSE 4.2.1

over

there is greater overall control of the test
conditions,

(b) the sound excitation can be built up to a
maximum, and
(c)

with repeated tests, the standard deviation
of decay time observations is less.

However, the use of impulsive noise
excitation significantly reduces the costs of
reverberation time tests, especially if tests are
required with the IlUdJtorlum in empty md
occupied states.
The duration of testing is
reduced through the use of a broad hand
source.
The effective frequency band of a
starter's pistol shot is 01' the order of 150 to
8000 Hz; with a large firework (nbunger~), the
signal to noise ratio is improved by about 10
decibels
and
saUsfactory
low
frequency
response is extended.. to about 80 Hz.

•

Concerning types of sound SQ)lrce, this
section contains some inconsistency, contradiction and looseness. Preferred test methods
and sound source could be clearly specified.
nPseudo-random." as well as "random n type
sound sources could be specifically mentioned
and included in 4.2.1 (a). There appeared to
be no consistent explanation 'lIS to why broad
band random noise, organ tones and orchestral
instruments (also in CLAUSE 4.3.1) ~ included while pulse-gli~ tonel! were
excluded,
In CLAUSE 4.2.3 it was. considered that
the secon.d paragraph of secti,.on (b) ought to
be included as an explanatory note. Both here
and elsewhere it WIIS considered that use of the
words "shall n and "should" be carefully reexanrlned.
"Shall" was considered obligatory,
"should n indicated guidance, while nmay" also
could sometimes be more appropriate.
In CLAUSE 5.1 it was considered that not

~~ou;aalu~er:r '::e~~~o~b~:J

the corresponding values of standard deviation
and number of observations (as recommended,
for example l in BSZ846, nGuide to' Statistical
Interpretation on Data" or ISO 2602-1973,
nStaUstical Interpretation of Test Results").

In general, the intent mel structure of the
Draft Australian Standard was approved; the
suggestions tor clarification and :improvement
are. as described above.

Report prepared by C.L. Fouvy
79 Feb 20

•
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ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE CONTROL COMMITTEE

AUStRALIAN ENVIRONMENt COUNcIL

The next meeting of the. Committee is to be held
in Perth on the 14th and 15th June, 1979.

On the 17th September, 1975, a meeting of State
Noise Control Officers in Melbourne fanned the

Interstate Noise Control Liaison Committee.

The

two major objectives of this Committee were to
enable the ready interchange of technical information relating to noise control and to attempt
to gain uniform technical content in noise control legislatiDn throughout Australia.
The Committee met on nine occasions between
1975 and 1978, and played a major role in the
devewpment and implementation of current
environmental noise control legislation.
A
summary of 'Environmental Noise Control
Legislation in Australia' was published by the
Committee during October 1976 and this
document is shortly to be updated.
To facilitate meetings, and to formalise the
Committee, it was proposed to include the
Interstate Noise Control Liaison Committee of
technical advisers within the structure at the
Australian Environment Council working groups.
This proposal was discussed at the tenth
meeting of the Australian Environment Council
in Brisbane 0lI. 22nd September 1978 and it was
resolved that Council approve the incorporation
of the Committee within the AEC structure of
working groups responsible to Council through
Standing COIlIJDittee. The Committee was to be
known as the Environmental Noise Control
Committee.

The first meeting of the Environmental Noise
Control Committee was held in Adelaide on the
14th and 15th of December 1978. Members
present at the meeting were Mr. G. Stafford,
Department for the Environment S.A., Mr. A.
Day,
State
Pollution
Control
Commission
N.S.W., Mr. R. Law, Environment Protection
Authority Vic., Mr. S. Gisz. Department of the
Capital Territory A.C.T., Mr. P. Isalts, Department
of
Environment,
Housing
and
Community Development A.C.T., and Mr. R.
Caruth, Department of Public Health W.A., Dr.
G. Cleary, Division of Noise Abatement Qld.,
and Mr. R. Langford, Department of Environ·
ment Ta8. were unable to attend the meeting.
The Committee established terms of reference
and administrative procedures to be forwaroed
to Standing COIlIJDittee for verification, and
discussed a wide range of noise problems in·
eluding domestic airconditioners.

Because of the problems facing both manu·
facturers and legislators in controlling the level
at noise emitted trom domestic airconditioners,
and the need for a staDdard noise specificatiOll.,
a working group has been established. The
members of the working group are Mrs. V.
Bray,
State Pollution Control Commission
N.S.W., Mr. R. Law, Environment Protection
Authority, Vic., and Mr. R. Caruth, De·
partment of Public Health W.A. Other members
may be appointed.. at a later date and industrial
representatives may be co-opted.

Garry Stafford
Chairman
Environmental Noise Control Committee

STANDARDS ASSOCIATION OF
AustRALiA REPOR!
Revised standard

AS 1269--1979 Code of practice for hearing con·
servation (known as the SAA Hearing
Conservation Code)
sets out reCOlDDlended practice for establishing a
hearing conservation program to protect persons
who are occupationally exposed to noise. It is
in five sections, covering responsibility for
implementation ot the program, noise measure·

•
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Appendices cover evaluation of noise exposure
in terms of equivalent continuous sound level,
guidance in instrwnentation and the use of
instruments in the measurement of noise
exposure, methods of calculating the noise
reduction provided by hearing protection
devices, incidence of hearing impairment in
workers exposed to noise, Committee AK/3;
Supersedes 1269·1976.
New standard
.\S 2221, Methods for measurement of airborne
sound emitted by compressor units
includinjf
primemovers
and
by
pneumatic tools and machines
2221,Part 1·1979 Engineering method
tor measurement
of airborne sound
emitted by compr·
ession/ prbnemover
unitJ; intended for
outdoor use.
Describes a method for determining mean sound
level and mean band pressure level of airborne
sound.
It is an engineering method which
requires a controlled environment for repeatable
results.
Committee AK/9/1;
Public review
draft DR 77097.
The following two drafts are available for
public COIDIDent:
DR 79 003,

Methods for the measurement of
airhorne sound from railbound
vehicles.
This draft sets out proposed
methods of measurement of

•
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Sound

l ., Attenuators
\ ) Australia
Pty. Ltd.

Designers and Manufacturers of

noise control products for
industrial, architectural and
mechanical applications.

Product range includes rectangular and circular attenuators,

acoustic louvres, soundseal doors and windows, acoustic
enclosures and canopies, audiometric booths, floating floors,
compressor and gas turbine silencers.
SOUND ATTENUATORS AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD.
VICTORIA. 9 ~atrona Street llanGenong 3175 Telepholle 791 (;033
NEW SOUTH WALES- 83 Lo'gue,"I1~ Ilnnrl. Lane Cu,,~, ~066 TOI~pn~nc 4285599
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Cemac

ARCHITECTURAL

ACOUSTIC PARTITlONS AND DOORS
Smglewallsupln1BOmmSTC57,
ArchilecturalAcousllc Doors from 23 dB S()und

Insertionlossupto385dBSIl

ERIDRS

OF CEMAC ASSOCIATED LTD

NEW ZEALAND

~~~I~~ag~~n
Christchurch
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airborne sound tor the determination of A-weighted sound level
and sound spectrum emitted by
all kinds of vehicles operating on
rails or other types of fixed
tracks. when the vehicles are In
IllOtion and when they are
stationary.
The draft includes
an appendix which describes
procedures for additional optional
measurements of airborne sound
which may be used, where
required, for stationary vehicles.
Committee AK/lO: Comment closes
on 30 April, 1979.

DR 78156,

Method for the measurement of
reverberation time in auditoriums. This draft describes a
method for the measurement of
reverberation time,
which is
useful in s5sessing the aooustic
perfonnance
of
auditoriums.
Latest date for comment is 31
March 1979.

The above two drafts are available free of
cost for the purpose ot study and furnishing
comments to the Standards Association of
Australia.
The following are some of the important
activities of the Acoustics Standards Committees
dealiug with individual projects in progress.
Committee: AK/l - Terms
Chairman:

Units and Symbols

prepared, will deal with the use of equipment
for reoording and analysis of sound signals.
Another project which is being studied by
this committee is the further processing of a
document relating to personal noise dosemeters
in the light of public review oomments received

at the public review stage when it was issued
for public comment as DR 77096.

The other important projects of this
comnIittee under consideration, and under
varying degrees of progress incll.lde the
following:
Pressure calibration of microphones by the
reciprocity technique
Pure
tone
audiological use

audiometer

Background noise

levels

for

advanced

for audiometer

~s

Methods of measurement of airborne sound
emitted by machines (revision AS 1217 in line
with the work of ISO/TC 43 on this 'subject)
Sound level meters (revision of AS 1259,
Parts 1, 2 and 3 in line with the work of
IRCtTC 29 on this subject)

•

Performance requirements of tape recorders
for recording and replaying acoustical/signals in
the acoustical measurement system.

A.K. Connor

The oxmunittee is currently engaged in the
revision of AS 1633, .Glossary of Acoustic
terms.
A draft revision will be issued for
public oomment later this yeaf.
Early suggestions tor addition of new
terms or modification of existing tenus are
welcome.
Committee: AK/2 ~ Instrumentation and Techmgues of Measurement
R.A. Piesse
Laboratories)
Deputy Chairman;

(National

Acoustic

P. Dubout (CSIRO, Division
of Building Research)

The committee has finalised the document
which will be titled 'SAA Guide for the Use of
Sound Measuring Equipment, Part 1 -Portable
Sound Level Meters.'
This document is
intended to provide guidance on the proper use
of sound level meters for providing objective
sound measurements acoording to standardized
procedures.
Guidance is
given in this
publication on types of sound level meters,
types of sound and how they are identified,
measurement techniques and the reporting of
the information gbtained. This document was
issued earlier for public comment as DR 76115.
Part 2 of this publication, which is yet to be

Committee; AR/3

~

Hearing Conservation

Chairman:Dr. A.G. CUmpston
(Department of Public Health, W.A.)
As reported earlier the revision ot AS
1269~1976
has just been published as AS
1269~1979, and for a short account ot the scope
of this revision see the article by Dr. A.G.
Cumpston in the SAA Monthly Information
Sheet. January 1979, page 16.
Thill committee is closely associated with
the Working Group 19 of the ISO TC 43/Sub
committee 1 responsible for the revision of ISO
1999, the equivalent ISO standard to our AS
1269, Hearing Conservation Code. It is expected that the benefits of this international
work will be available for reviewing AS 1269
~1979 later.
The ISO work on the development
of an objective test for assessment of the
attenuation loss for hearing protectors and the
simplified method for measurement of this loss
for quality oontrol purposes for certain types of
protectors are under study by the committee.
It is proposed to prepare a commentary to AS
1269--1979 to provide guidance in interpretation
of the various provisions of this Code, which is
most widely used for regulatory purposes among
all the Acoustics standards.
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Now ... Computerized
Noise Dosimetry With
Hard Copy Documentation
~\~~; ~: ~th kfi~-~' ~x~,~r:ri~:'~-,
LlO, Lmox and many others are automaticll.llyprodll~Rd
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Huw the Metrologger Works
Patented digital sound level detector

mjmj
t:.;..:t:..:t;

Advanced computer technology utiIired in the db_WI Metrologger 01>soletesprimitivesinglenumherdooi_
mlllcrs. Signif,cant noise data.
unobtainablewithcurrentinstrumentat;on , is now automatically printed
Gut in a hardcopy pcnnanent reCQrd

circuits, operating OVer a wide user

selectable64dRrange,pro;-idecxtcnsive sound amplitude oovernge. An
internal

progrnmmahl€

mkrocom -

puter controls 1111 system fu nctions of
digital sampl in g, data logging, math
proressing and external interfacing.
User plug-in Program ModulesC<:lntains the computers instruction set
defining all test parameters. Change
the Program Mod ule , and the Metrologger performs a differentmeasurcment taok. A yariety of Program '10dulesinthe Program Librarymakethe
Metrologgermultifundional and prevenb()hs()lescen~e.

Data Readouts

Important data such as Time His-

Thedb-651Metroreaderi~thefirstofa

tory Profiles, Amplitude Distribution
Hi"tograms and concurrent oornputa-

group of ~1etrologger oompatiblc interfaC<'s. This desk top analyzcr ioter-

rogatesthc logged data, identifies the
S<)nal numher and program module,

~:~;'~~:S°i'~t !h~:~ae af:~:~b;~
internalprintcr.
lnterface~ from the dh-651 to x-y
plotters and other computer systems
arc availahle if furlhcr analysis are
required. Planned addition$ to the
Mctroreader family include battery
operate<lportahleuoitsandmooem_
links to remote computer facilities.
The Optimum E1polrure Monitor

Metrologger/Metroreadersystemisa
significantad\"ance in noise monitoring instrumentation. Combined fea~
tures of size, computer performance
and automatic printout make the system ideal for any personnel or
endronmental noise measun-ment
program
MetrosoniCl! has the optimum
solution. II this ad doesu't convince
you, call Metrosoni cs or your local
Metrosonics representative for a
demonstration.

AUSTRALIAN GENERAl ElECTRIC LIMITED
86·90 BAY STREET, ULTIMO, N.S.W. 2007 Tel.: 21237'1

Committcc.~/~rcraft

Archltcctur~l ACOURt1CS

..l,K/l -

(E P A.,
fl n
Fluntine
/.l,'lhourn,·)

Chnormcm.

Dr Rory Wilil, «('onwlt~nt
Surgeon. Mclbournd

(R '11 T

Deputy ChHllTllan
J A. Rose (NallOnrrl Acoustw
Laboratories)

•
l<lL'lhod

l"boratory

r,1

nH'a~ur('ment

elf

,"unJ clttcnu,lt10n of cellIn!!, bNwcen
Plum"mg ,mo

COtlmlttee. AK/8 - Noisp from AgricultLll"al and

reqlLlreIllenL for
:dellif;lhllity

ACN.5tICdl

nn,l

'pt~ch

Chairman

AK!~

Chdlrmm,

Prof
Anitd
of ~ S W.)

Dt-p\l~)'

W. Brown (Oppartment r>f
Agnculture, V,ctona)

Rcpeatabllityof

Committee

Earthmoving:MHC~

~peedl

- Community

No~

La"\\ren~e

•

(UnlV~rsiLy

ChmrmJw W Davern (CSIRO Dl<'l>;ion
of BuLldingResearrh)

AK/9 - Noisf from Pneumatic Tools
~ndMaehl~

R B. King \('onsultmg" nngliwer.
Melbo~rne.

Mea~urement

of

)

sound

power

levels

of

LEVEL;RECOR

MODELLR-04

CRION).

Pf'11111SS1blt' &ound. pov,er kvels
of pncum~lw tools and mnchine~
""I'l'l 11m \(,OL:;TICS" G

pon(;ps

.\K/10 - l\ol&e from HallbClund
V~hlCk,

-
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HANDBOOK OF NOISE ASSESSMENT
D.N. May, Editor, Van Nostrand Reinhold
Company (Environmental Engineering Series)
New York. 1977.400 pp., ill., Index. Price:
unknown.
This book aims at presenting an authoritative review of the CUITellt procedures for the
assessment
ot noise and gives,
where
appropriate, criteria to be achieved.
The fourteen chapters, written by thirteen
contributors, cover a wide variety of topics,
including transportation noise as it effects
travellers and the CQIIIIIIunity, noise inside
buildings (including noise inside hospitals),
industrial and commercial noise construction site
noise, domestic noise, occupational noise as it
efrects hearing and noise as it effects work
efficiency and sleep.
At the end of each
chapter there is an extensive list of references
relevant to the subjects covered. Five short
appendices, including one on basic acoustics
completes the book.
Overall style and qUality of writing hy the
contributing authors is good and those chaptars
where the approach has been to rely on reviews
of technical papers and with the least emphasis
on international and local (usually American)
standards as the source of material. usually
fare
best.
The
chapters
which
refer
significantly to standard test methods (the
chapter
Recreational
Vehicle
Noise
to
Non-users, in particular) give little insight into
the problems of noise sssessment and may be of
little relevance due to either the test methods
becoming obsolete or the methods not being
used in the reader's country.

•

An unfortunate omission fI'ODl the volume is
a full discussion of the assessment of in-use
vehicles. The constraints set upon such tests
are
invariably
different
from
the
test
procedures for new vehicles. This has been
recognized by many countries which have seen
the
need
for
separate noise abatement
programmes. It is particularly unfortunate that
the wrong impression has been given concerning
vehicle noise controls in Australia.
The editor of this book hopes that it will
be of assistance to persons in a wide variety of
professions and not only those involved directly
in acoustics; and perhaps this is where the
strength of this book lies. Those working in a
specialized branch of acoustics will probably
find that much of the content is too general and
contains insufficient new material. However,
for others it will do much to explain the
existence of a plethora of noise units and
methods of noise assessment. In this respect
this book would appear to be unique and will
surely find its way onto the bookshelves of
many university and other technical libraries.
J. Fowler
E.P.A. Victoria

PHYSICS AND MUSIC - NEVILLE FLETCHER
Heinemann Educational Australia,
Index, Bibliography. Price $

1976, 48pp,
Soft Cover.

The Author, Physicist Professor Neville
Fletcher, is an accomplished musician, and has
had a number of papers published in musical
acoustics. This monograph is designed for use
at final year HSC level, or first year University
level.
The
reviewer
has been using the
monograph as a fundamental text in musical
acoustics at a Conaervatorium of Music, and in
a University Department of Music. The book is
tightly written - key sections are put in a box
surround fonnat, which some students will
ignore, and others regard carefully. All the
classes of musical instruments are considered:
spectra and waveforms are put side-hy-side,
and well explained. Experiments are described,
which those with access to simple apparatus can
perform, to verify the theses in II. more
accurate quantitative fashion, e.g.
than:
"'tightening' a guitar string and noting that the
pitch is higher". ,
The
singing
voice,
hearing,
and
temperament are given perhaps less space than
they deserve. But the list of references can be
said to overcome this.
Highly recommended at the price for both
teachers of musical acoustics and students
thereof.
G. Troup
Monash University
ACOUSTIC GUIDELINES FOR
SOUIH AUStRALIAN scHOOLS PUBLIC

BUILDiNGS DEPARiMEil I ,

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

i!m

This publication is a recent addition to the

library of the Society, which is maintained by
the librarians
at the National Acoustics
Laboratory, Sydney.
It comprises 79 pages, plus additional work
sheets, in a ring binder which allows for the
:o~~s.ion of additional information and personal

The lour sections cover the control of
external noise, noise transmission between
rooms, control of sound within rooms and
acoustic design checklist. The explanations are
kept to a minimum and the information
presented, where possible, in the form of
diagrams, graphs or tables. This follows the
comments in the introduction which state that a
Hsimple procedural approach has been adopted
throughout, with involved calculations replaced
where possible by graphical data and "rules of
thumb".
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POLAND

~

11-14th September 1979. Warsaw.
nlnternoise 1979n (In English)
Details.

trom:

Prof. Stefan Czarnecki,
IPPT-PAN,
Swietokizyska 21,
00-049 WARSZAWA.

GERMANY
28-31st
August
1979.
Symposium
on
Mechanics
Generation in Flows.
Details from:

•

Gottingen.
of
Sound

Prot. E.A. Muller,
Max Planck Institute,
Bottinger stl' 4-S
D-3400 GOTTlNGEN.

21-25th April 1980.
Atlanta, Georgia.
Meeting of the Acoustical Society of
Americs.

Details from:

Dr. C.R. Bragdon,
Georgia
Institute
Technology,
Atlanta, Georgia 30083

of

18-21st November, 1980.
Los Angeles.
Meeting of the Acoustical Society of
America,
Details from:

Dr. R. Stern,
UCLA School of Engineering,
6426 Boelter Hall,
Los Angeles.

SWEDEN
28-30th
August
19'19.
Stockholm.
International Tyre Noise Conference,
Details from;

Mr. Nils-Ake Nilsson,
IPM Akustikbyran AB,
Warfvinges Vag 26,
S-11251 Stockholm.

NEW PRODUCTS

JAPAN
5-Sth JUne, 1979. Tokyo.
Meeting of the Acoustical Society of Japan.
Details from;

Prof. M. Konishi,
Musashi Industrial College,
Tamazutsumi Setagaya,
TOKYO 15S.

~

•

6-Uth August, 1979. Copenhagen. nNinth
International
Congress
of
Phonetic
Sciences"
Details from:

Prof. E. Fischer-Jorgensen,
Institute of Phonetics,
96 Njalsgade,
2300 Copenhagen S.

COMPLETE NOISE DOSIMETRY
CQmplete noise dosimetry is here at last'
Metrosonics db-301 Metrologger and db-65l
Metroreader, combine microprocessor technology
and acoustics experience to produce statistical
distribution and time history printouts and
computations of Leg, Ln and Lmsx at a competitive price.
A miniature pocket-sized data logger, the

=d3~~0~SPse:~~4~vJe~~:;a~~. p~::~
panion db-551 reader interrogates the db-301's
memorie5, calculates noise descriptors and
simultaneously prints out all information on a
built-in thermal printer or ancillary XY recorder.

~
26-29th Febr-uary 1980.
Vienna. "63rd
~;~n of the Audio Engineering
Details from;

Secretary,
Audio Engineering Soc.,
60 East 42nd Street,
NEW YORK, NY. 1000017

Patented circuits operate over a 64dB
multifunctional and prevent obsolescence. Tbe
hard copy read-out may be directly used as
compliance evidence, placed in reports or kept
in files for future comparison.
AUSTRALIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC
86-00 BAY ST., ULTIMO, 2il07

LTD.

SOUND POWER CALCULATOR

A Sound Power Calculator for determination of sound power levels of a sound source accordinlr to the
most rigorous standards has bccn d~veloped by Bruel & Kjaer.

The three methods used to spatially average the sound pressure levelll about the sound
before processing: them within the 7507 are'

~ource
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.l'Jaw Detector ha s been designed and manufactured to rigid
rigors or field handlin g wherever ultrasonic flaw detection and
Applications va.-y from the inspection of high temperature
minute surface cracks in helicopter rotor blades.
The Mark I. a new design from Sonic. can match the performance of laboratory instruments in
detectin!( defects such as crackB, porosity and foreign inclusions in materials such as bar and plate,
tubing, castings, forgings and extrusions, and in welded assemblies. It is al~o capable of thickness
gaging to locate flaws or determine th~ physical thickness of lcsl object". Th~ unit maintain~ a
readable resolution of within 0.005 inches over a l.() inch range.
Easy, r~liablc field usage wa~ kept uppermost in mind throughout the design of th~ unit. It is
packaged in strong, lightweight, drip and dust-proof enclosures.
Built-in batteries provide
sufficient power for l() hours of continuous operation. The CRT displays on the Mark I measure 5.5
inches Ilnd 3 inches. An opnrating temperature range of -20"'F to +l60"'F pel"!llits the unit to be us ed
in tough environment and rugged field conditions. For further information, pl~ as .. contact:JOHN MORRIS PTY. LTD.,
P.O. Box 80,
CHATSWOOD, N.S,W., 2067.
Telephone: 407-0206.
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INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Items for publication in the Bullelin are of two types
(a)

Shorler arLicles - which will appear typically undnr Lhc heading 'News and r,"oLes'

(b) Loll!,:er articles

- which will appear as refereed technical articles

The closing daLes for the receipt of these
VoL 7 No.2 Longer articles,
Vol. 7 No.3 Longer articles

article~

are ab follows

MId May; ShorLer artides

Mid ,Junn.

Mld September; Shorler arLlcles:

Articles may be sent dIrectly to the editor or

V1U

~hd

October

the local State Bulletm representative

There are nO particular constraints on "shorter articles" except that the;' should be of
relevance to the Society and be received on tune,
AttentlOn to the followmg matters will asslst when processmg "longer ar!J.des"

(D

)

)

Len@-typicallyfrom3t01pages1'lhenpnnted

